Project Introduction

The Right Location with Proper Zoning

Wholestone Farms is locally owned
by 200+ farmers, 75 of which are
within 50 miles of Sioux Falls, SD.

Wholestone Farms will be located in an area reserved for and dominated by industrial
uses, including heavy industrial (I-2 zoning) uses that already exist including concrete and
asphalt mixing, pre-cast concrete manufacturing, and wastewater treatment.

Wholestone Farms plans to build
a state-of-the-art hog processing
facility in Sioux Falls.

Interstate 229
I-2 Zoning

Statistics
Processing:
3 million hogs annually,
per shift

Wastewater
Treatment Plant

Project Location
Precast Concrete Plant

Anticipated
Capital Investment:
$500 million

Concrete Plant

Economic Impact:
Est. $1.5 billion annually
at full build out

Concrete Plant

Jobs:
1,000 full-time employees

Hog Processing

Construction Period:
2.5 years

Rail Transload Facility

Asphalt Plant
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Odor is caused by one or more volatilized chemical compounds that
are generally found in low concentrations that humans and animals
can perceive by their sense of smell.
While quantifying odor is based on human perception and thus partially subjective,
odor generated from a new, distinct source in an existing neighborhood can usually be
differentiated from existing odor sources. There is no “digital odor meter” to measure
ambient odors. In order to determine ambient odors, trained
professionals access impact based on the FIDOL model
(Frequency, Intensity, Duration,
Offensiveness, and Location).

Wholestone Farms is designed to minimize odor and noise pollution

Hog Receiving
-

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Enclosed, climate-controlled buildings
to reduce fugitive noise and odor

-

Covered treatment system

-

Methane recovery to offset fossil fuels

Exhaust directed to thermal oxidation

-

Biosolids processing and dewatering within
controlled building environments

Rendering

Processing + Operations

-

Enlosed, climate-controlled building to
reduce fugitive noise and odor

-

Single-level process designed for optimization
and minimal movement of product

-

All processes directed to wet air
scrubbers and then to thermal oxidation

-

Climate-controlled ventilation system with filtration

-

-

Climate-controlled storage of byproducts

Staged deliveries to minimize odor and
traffic congestion
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Best Available Control Technology
Regenerative Thermal Oxidation is a combustion
system used to control pollution by destroying
hazardous air pollutants. Volatile organic
compounds, and odorous emissions discharged
from industrial processes. A thermal oxidizer is
designed to oxidize hydrogen-based pollutants
into CO2 and H 2O before exhausting
to the atmosphere.
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